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Abstract – Current work was aimed to study of layers’ structure defects of 3D-objects obtained by selective
laser melting with the modulated laser beam mode. Traditionally Gaussian laser beam mode uses for the
processing in selective laser melting. On the developed experimental setup, the alternative laser beam
modes as Flat-top and Inverse Gaussian were obtained. With the carried out experiments 3D-objects
contained 10 layers were produced from CoCrMo powder with the diameter of granules less than 20 µm.
The layers’ structure defects as penetration of the substrate material into the body of produced objects
were studied by optical and scanning electronic microscopy.
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1 Introduction

Today the method of selective laser melting (SLM)
is quite widespread. The principle of the method is in
layer-by-layer growing of solids from mostly metallic or
plastic particles to the 3D-object by laser melting of the
particles in each layer according to developed program.
The advantages of the method include:

– Relevant simplicity of work preparation process;
– Possibility to obtain the object with quite complex

3D-geometry, when it is not possible or hardly possible
to do it by traditional machining methods;

– Absence or significant reduction of post-operation pro-
cesses;

– Possibility to obtain the final geometry of the object
with only one operation step;

– Absence of the cutting tool; which can give a deviation
of the geometry with its wear [1–3].

One of the main disadvantage of the process is also its
costs. Meanwhile nowadays many of the manufactures
reduced the costs of the powders by optimization of its
production. SLM already took his niche the field of the
individual application as personal medical implants, ex-
perimental and industrial parts of important mechanisms
in aviation, automotive, machine-building and nuclear in-
dustries [4, 5]. The possible defects of microstructure for
CoCrMo alloys is described in the works [6–8].

a Corresponding author: lecast@stankin.ru

Up to now, the question of productivity and effi-
ciency of the method is actual. Every time applica-
tion of the method asks proved substantiation because
of its significant part of final costs of manufacture of
product. When the problem of productivity and effi-
ciency of SLM-processing will be solved, the method will
be introduced for its further perspectives and possible
applications [9, 10].

There are several opportunities to enlarge the effi-
ciency of SLM-processing on the way of the energy trans-
formation:

– Direct improvement of laser system power: actually it
gives the opposite effect, it reduces dramatically qual-
ity of single tracks and a final 3D-object;

– Improvement of optical elements of a machine on the
laser beam way (in fact, there are no visible results);

– Improvement the absorption qualities of the powder
by improvement of smoothness of granules’ surface (in
fact, there are no significant results).

Plenty of the scientific authors proved nowadays theoret-
ical and practical possibility of modulation of the laser
beam from laser beam mode TEM00 to alternative ones
for technical and technological uses [11–18].

The current research aim of the study it is pointed to
the problem of reducing of the influence of the described
negative effects on the quality of the final 3D-object, ob-
tained by SLM, and to the search of the possible improve-
ment the processing efficiency. The research is based on
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Fig. 1. Developed experimental setup with installed laser beam modulation and optical diagnostic systems: (a) general view,
(b) working area.

the obtained experimental data and including the mod-
eling of 3D technological fields in area out of the techno-
logical limits of the equipment.

2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup was developed for the aims of
the study (Fig. 1) [19]. The setup was supplied by relevant
optical and diagnostic systems for laser beam modulation
and observation of the working zone.

The commercially available powder of cobalt-chrome
alloy CoCrMo was used as a material for the current re-
search work [20]. Chemical composition of the powder is:
Co – 60–65%; Cr – 26–30%; Mo – 5–7%; Si – >1%; Mn –
>1%; Fe – >0.75%; C – >0.16%; Ni – >0.1%. This pow-
der was produced by means of gas atomization and has
spherical particle morphology, which is more preferable
for SLM uses. The powder provides a spherical morphol-
ogy that was identified by SEM analysis (Tescan Vega 3
LMH, Czech Republic) and granulomorphometric inves-
tigation (OCCHIO 500 NANO, Belgium) (Fig. 2) [21].
All experimental works produced without protected at-
mosphere because of there were no possibility to put all
monitoring and optical equipment in the camera of the
setup. Meanwhile the practice said CoCrMo powder has
the lowest reaction with atmosphere in comparison with
other powders (Ti6Al4V alloy, maraging steel etc.).

Powder material layer nominal thickness in this study
has been 30÷40 μm and controlled by optical microscope
Olympus BX51M (Japan). The main SLM-parameters
and their functional dependences, identified during cur-
rent study, are presented in Figure 3.

The main laser beam power density distributions
(modes) as Gaussian, Flat-top and Inverse Gaussian
were obtained on the experimental setup by described
method [19, 20] and were controlled optically by CCD-
camera LaserCam HRTM.

For calculation of the distance between different laser
beam distributions the next formula has been used:

R =
8×λ×f ′2

π×D2
(1)

where λ – laser wave length, f ′ – focus distance F – theta
lens, D – laser beam diameter after collimator.

For each of the laser beam distributions the effective
diameter was measured with the purpose to calculate ef-
fective area of the laser beam spot on the surface of the
powder.

Based on the results obtained in the previous
work [22], the revealed technological gaps for each of the
developed laser beam mode were investigated more care-
ful with the object to discover a possibility to obtain 3D-
objects by SLM (Tab. 1). Each of the object contained 10
layers. For the SLM samples, production double hatching
strategy of laser beam movement in each layer was used.

3 Experimental results

During the experiments, the several samples for each
of the technological gap were produced. Sectioning of
the samples was performed at ATM sample preparing
equipment (Germany), including a comprising cutoff ma-
chine, a hydraulic press and a polishing machine. Olyml-
pus BX51M optical microscope and SEM Tescan Vega 3
LMH have used to study microstructure of the samples
and its chemical composition. Before optical microscopy
all samples were etched chemically by solution of chemi-
cally pure HCl (50ml) + FeCl (10 g) + 5 drops of HNO3.

Figure 4 demonstrates the most typical structures,
which were obtained for each of the technological gaps.

The microstructures obtained on the SLM-parameters
for first technological gaps (Figs. 4a, 4c, 4e) with the
scanning speed less than 30 mm/s (Tab. 1) has visible
irregularity in formation of 3D-objects. For the objects
obtained in the first technological gap for Gaussian laser
beam mode, the structures has more regular character,
but still its formation has defects, especially in the part
of first 5–6 layers of the object, where liquid metal alloys
of the powder and the substrate mixed turbulently.

For the objects obtained with the parameters for Flat-
top and Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode (Figs. 4c, 4e)
the absence of metallurgical contact between the layers in
few place was observed. It shows that first technological
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Fig. 2. Granulometric analysis of CoCrMo powder.

Fig. 3. Functionality of input and output parameters of selective laser melting process.
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Table 1. Results of experimental work for single-track formation and technological gaps for SLM-processing of CoCrMo powder
with different laser beam energy distribution.

Gaussian laser beam distribution

Scanning speed (V), mm/s

L
a
se

r
b
ea

m
p
ow

er
(P

),
W

5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 100

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 + + + – – – 0 0 0 0

50 + + + – – – – – – –

70 + + + + – – – – – –

100 ++ ++ – + – – – – – –

130 ++ ++ ++ – – + + + – –

150 ++ ++ + + + + + + + –

170 ++ ++ + – – + + + + +

200 ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ – + – +

Flat-top laser beam distribution

Scanning speed (V), mm/s

L
a
se

r
b
ea

m
p
ow

er
(P

),
W

5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 100

10 0 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 + – – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 – + – – – – – – – –

70 + + + – – – – – – 0

100 ++ ++ – – – – + + + +

130 ++ ++ ++ + + + – + + 0

150 ++ ++ ++ + – + + + – –

170 ++ ++ + + + + + + + 0

200 ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + + – +

Inverse Gaussian laser beam distribution

Scanning speed (V), mm/s

L
a
se

r
b
ea

m
p
ow

er
(P

),
W

5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 100

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 – – – – – 0 0 0 0 0

70 + + – – – – – – – -

100 + + + – + – – – – -

130 ++ + + + – – – – 0 -

150 ++ ++ ++ – + – + + + –

170 ++ ++ ++ + + + + + + +

200 ++ ++ – ++ + + + + + +

Where (0) is a full absence of metallurgical contact; (+) is a stable track formation; (++) is too deep relative penetration into
the substrate; (–) is non-stable metallurgical contact with subtract.

gap for the mentioned laser beam power density distri-
bution is not preferable for growing solids by SLM. The
reason of the formation of this kind of non-stable struc-
tures can be the effect of the overheating and multiply
remelting of the molten pool in each layer.

Meanwhile better picture for the obtained structures
of the samples was obtained for the Flat-top and Inverse
Gaussian laser beam mode in the second technological
gap (scanning speed is more than 40 mm/s, Tab. 1) on
the Figures 4d, 4f. The structures has uniform character.
The main difference between the pictures is in the depth
of penetration formed molten pools in the previous layer
and the thickness of the remelted and layers of substrate

material and powder material. In the case of second tech-
nological gap for Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode the
thickness of these layers can be hardly detected and mea-
sured as less than 50 μm (Fig. 4f).

This kind of formation is shown for the images Fig-
ures 4 a–4d, so it can be fully detected for Gaussian and
Flat-top laser beam mode.

Meanwhile, if for Gaussian laser beam mode the pen-
etration of the substrate material is measured as 150–
200 μm (Figs. 4a, 4b), for Flat-top laser beam mode is
measured 80–100 μm (Figs. 4c, 4d). For the case of Inverse
Gaussian Beam the mixed layers has thickness about 50–
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Fig. 4. Images of the optical microscopy of the samples for each of the technological gap with the following SLM-parameters:
(a) for Gaussian laser beam mode P – 50 W, V – 20 mm/s; (b) for Gaussian laser beam mode P – 170 W, V – 50 mm/s; (c) for
Flat-top laser beam mode P – 70 W, V – 20 mm/s; (d) for Flat-top laser beam mode P – 170 W, V – 60 mm/s; (e) for Inverse
Gaussian laser beam mode P – 70 W, V – 10 mm/s; (f) for Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode P – 170 W, V – 70 mm/s.

70 μm (Figs. 4e, 4f) as it was mentioned above and it is
significantly less than in the previous examples.

It can be evidence of the relative depth of the molten
pool, which reduces with the changing of the mode from
Gaussian to Inverse Gaussian. The depth depends on
the laser beam power density distribution, which shown
in [21, 22].

In that case, more preferable laser beam power den-
sity distribution will be the distribution, which gave a
possibility to obtain a necessaire metallurgical contact be-
tween a substrate and an object on the appropriate depth
(according to the technological function of the end prod-
uct) up to the moment of the end of its technological us-

age. Then Flat-top or Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode
can be recommended for different technological purposes.
For example, for thin structures from valuable materials
and their easy remove from a substrate, Inverse Gaus-
sian laser beam mode can be used. Inverse Gaussian laser
beam mode can provide a metallurgical contact to finish
SLM-processing, it will not give too deep penetration of
the chemical composition of the substrate material into
an object and the object can be easily removed from the
substrate. In the case of Flat-top laser beam mode, the
distribution can be recommended to produce relatively
heavy objects on the substrate from the same material
like deposition of the coating-like objects or growing-up
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(a)

 

Mixed layers 

Upper layers 
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Fig. 5. SEM-images of the cross-section of the obtained samples for Gaussian (a), Flat-top (b), Inverse Gaussian (c) laser beam
mode in the second technological gap, where: (a) is with P – 150 W, V – 80 mm/s; (b) is P – 150 W, V – 60 mm/s; (c) is P –
170 W, V – 60 mm/s.

solid elements on the surface of a just-produced part for
construction reasons or 3D-repairing of a worn part of an
object surface.

SEM images (Fig. 5) showed even more detailed the
influence of the mixed layers on the formation of the ob-
tained structures. The picture of first 5–6 layers of the
sample obtained for Gaussian laser beam mode has defi-
nitely turbulent character after multiply remelting of solid
solution of materials of the substrate and the powder,
then upper layers of the samples has smooth character
(Fig. 5a). For Flat-top laser beam mode the thickness
of mixed layers is reduced, the observed character of the
structure showed significantly the picture of the layer for-
mation: molten pool after molten pool for each layer, than

the upper layer has smooth character (Fig. 5b). The us-
age Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode for production of
the samples by SLM gives promising results, because it
shows the significant reduction of the mixed layers thick-
ness (Fig. 5c). It can be consequence of more uniform
laser beam power distribution [25], which should equal
distributed and absorbed by powder layer in the spot. In
fact, knife-like melting and formation of the molten pool
by Gaussian laser beam mode is preferable in such kind
of technological operation as laser cutting (especially for
thin sheets of material). For thin sheets, conical defects of
sheet billet borders are mostly acceptable, when it can be
not desirable for laser cutting of thick sheets, laser grav-
ing, laser micro dicing. For laser cladding and selective
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Chemical analysis of the cross-section of the obtained samples for Gaussian (a), Flat-top (b), Inverse Gaussian (c) laser
beam mode in the second technological gap, where: (a) is with P – 150 W, V – 80 mm/s; (b) is P – 150 W, V – 60 mm/s; (c)
is P – 170 W, V – 60 mm/s.

laser melting, knife-like melting of the molten pool gives
overheating in the center of the molten pool. In that case,
the periphery of the laser beam spot on the powder sur-
face sometimes has not enough energy to start melting
process, but it involves powder granules from periphery
of the molten pool by an active stream of liquid metal
into the molten pool by its turbulent flows. It can be re-
lated to the convectional flows and the Gibbs–Marangoni
effect. In that case, non-melted granules on the surface of
the molten pool can leave it on the very high speed (shot-
like) because of thermal shock in the center of the molten
pool and high gradient of the temperature in the molten
pool between its center and periphery. The overheating in
the center of the molten pool gives also the effect of active
metal evaporation which registered by optical monitoring
as a bright plasma cloud above the molten pool. The cloud
condensates as metallic drops around the working zone on
the way of laser beam pass. The usage of Flat-top and In-

verse Gaussian laser beam mode reduces the described
negative effects as it was proved by first experiments on
the stage of single track formation [19–24]. As it can be
seen in Figure 5, alternative laser beam mode has influ-
enced also on the thickness of mixed layer of 3D-objects.
With the extension of the effective diameter of laser beam
spot on the powder surface, the depth of each molten pool
reduces, and the negative effects, which provoke the in-
volvement of the material from the previous layers and
substrate into the upper levels by reducing the effect of
deep multiply remelting of the molten pool accompanied
the process, reduce also.

Chemical analysis of samples’ cross-sections for each
of the laser beam mode received by SEM gives detailed
data about penetration of substrate material into the ob-
tained objects (Fig. 6). As it can be seen on the im-
ages the depth of penetration of the iron (main element
of substrate material, steel 20 GOST 1050-88 or its US
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 7. SEM-images of the objects’ micro defects: (a) is for Gaussian laser beam mode, where P – 150 W, V – 80 mm/s, (b) is
for Flat-top laser beam mode, where P – 150 W, V – 60 mm/s, (c) is for Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode, where P – 170 W,
V – 60 mm/s.

analogue AISI C1020) reduces with change of laser beam
mode (with extension of effective diameter of laser beam
spot on the powder surface) and reduction of molten pool
depth.

For the samples produced by Gaussian laser beam
mode the measured depth of penetration of the iron is
150 μm (and the thickness 120 μm for upper layers), for
Flat-top laser beam mode the measured depth of pene-
tration is 120 μm (and the thickness 160 μm for upper
layers) and for Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode the

measured depth of penetration is 100 μm (and the thick-
ness 300 μm for upper layers). These measures confirms
the data received by optical microscopy (Fig. 4) and SEM
(Fig. 5), definitely there is correlation between material
reaction during etching in the mixed layers (Fig. 4), ob-
tained structure of the mixed layers (Fig. 5) and the depth
of iron penetration into the samples (Fig. 6).

As well on the graphs of Figure 6, there is a different
character of the penetration for each of the laser beam
mode. The level of the iron in the sample for Gaussian
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laser beam mode (Fig. 6a) increases dramatically in the
range between 120–150 μm of the depth from the upper
surface of the sample, than the level of the iron increases
gradually. In the case of Flat-top laser beam mode the
level of the iron is growing gradually from 160 μm of the
depth from the upper surface of the sample (Fig. 6b). For
Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode the level of the iron in
the sample grows sharply from the depth of 300 μm from
the upper surface of the sample (Fig. 6c).

For technological aspects of the SLM-processing the
preferable situation on the level of obtained mixed level
in the case of further separation of the part and substrate
can be Inverse Gaussian laser beam, which reduces the
thickness of the mixed layers. For the case of growing
monostructures (the same material for a part and a sub-
strate) Flat-top laser beam mode can be preferable one.

The micro defects of the objects’ structure for Gaus-
sian, Flat-top and Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode are
presented in Figure 7. The structure of the sample pro-
duced by Gaussian laser beam mode (Fig. 7a) has gran-
ular character. The picture was obtained on the border
between upper and mixed layers. There is solid solution of
iron and CoCrMo, while the granules of iron was washed
out by solution of etching. The structure of the sam-
ples for Flat-top and Inverse Gaussian laser beam mode
(Figs. 7b and 7c) looks like homogeneous with dissem-
ination pores. In the both cases, there are some flash
points of pores diffusion, related probably to change of mi-
crostructure between solid solution of mixed layers (iron
+ CoCrMo) and upper layers (CoCrMo). The average di-
ameter of the pores is less than 1 μm. The pictures shows
the possibility to obtain homogeneous microstructure of
the samples with the usage of the power 150–170 W,
which can be interesting for industrial applications for the
purpose to reduce the operating time of SLM production
of the objects.

4 Conclusions

The aim to describe the structure defects for 3D-
objects obtained by selective laser melting on the devel-
oped experimental setup was achieved. The investigation
shows the difference between obtained microstructures
and the defects related to the mixing of the materials
between substrate and power were revealed. The research
definitely showed that the thickness of the mixed layers
of solid solution (powder material CoCrMo and substrate
material steel 20 (AISI C1020)) for the objects reduces
with extension of effective diameter of laser beam spot,
obtained for different laser beam mode. It shows that the
usage of Gaussian laser beam mode with its knife-like for-
mation of the molten pool can be an advantage for laser
cutting operation, but it is not preferable for the oper-
ation related to direct solid growing conception such as
selective laser melting and laser cladding. Moreover, the
usage of alternative laser beam modes gives a possibility
to produce the objects with the laser power, which does
not give any appropriate result for Gaussian laser mode
(with the value of the power more than 150 W).
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